**CHORUS SW 700 V HIGH POWER**

Product specification sheet

- **550W BASH® amplifier.** High power, output high current. DSP Pre Amplifier.
- New 11" (27cm) Polyglass woofer. Highly dynamic bass. Powerful magnet.
- Re-inforced cabinet. Solid MDF construction up to 1" (25mm) width. Non parallel inner wall structure.
- Down firing port. Powerful bass.

> Chorus SW 700 V HP, Black Ash finish.

### Type
- Active bass-reflex subwoofer

### Drivers
- 11" (27cm) Polyglass woofer

### Frequency response (+/- 3dB)
- 30Hz - 160Hz

### Low frequency point (-6dB)
- 24Hz

### Features
- Adjustable LFP: 40 Hz to 160 Hz - 12 dB/oct
- Phase inverter
- Autopower
- Life (mono), Stereo Inputs

### Recommended amplifier power
- 550W (750W max.) BASH® amplifier

### Dimensions (H x W x D)
- 16½" x 12½" x 12½" (420 x 326 x 333 mm)

### Net weight
- 95 lb (43.5 kg)

---

- Speakers designed and manufactured by Focal.
- Exceptional sound and quality for the price.

---

The power of this new Chorus SW 700 V High Power has been increased to 550 Watts RMS. The 11" Polyglass subwoofer has been entirely re-engineered to support this increased power. The motor now features a double ferrite magnet and is combined with a larger voice coil, resulting in increased power handling and an extended frequency response of up to 30Hz. This brand new subwoofer delivers amazing performance enhancements with more dynamics and a power output of 117dB SPL. More than ever, it surpasses others in its category by far.

---

**Other finishes available**

- Rosewood
- Wengé
- Havana
- Black Ash

---
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